Four experiments tested whether there are enduring spatial representations of objects' locations in memory. Previous studies have shown that under certain conditions the internal consistency of pointing to objects using memory is disrupted by disorientation. This disorientation effect has been attributed to an absence of or to imprecise enduring spatial representations of objects' locations. Experiment 1 replicated the standard disorientation effect. Participants learned locations of objects in an irregular layout and then pointed to objects after physically turning to face an object and after disorientation. The expected disorientation was observed. In Experiment 2, after disorientation, participants were asked to imagine they were facing the original learning direction and then physically turned to adopt the test orientation. In Experiment 3, after disorientation, participants turned to adopt the test orientation and then were informed of the original viewing direction by the experimenter. A disorientation effect was not observed in Experiment 2 or 3. In Experiment 4, after disorientation, participants turned to face the test orientation but were not told the original learning orientation. As in Experiment 1, a disorientation effect was observed. These results suggest that there are enduring spatial representations of objects' locations specified in terms of a spatial reference direction parallel to the learning view, and that the disorientation effect is caused by uncertainty in recovering the spatial reference direction relative to the testing orientation following disorientation.
Introduction
People can reorient in a familiar environment after they temporally disengage from the environment, as in awaking after a nap. Phenomena such as these indicate that people have enduring spatial representations or cognitive maps of the surrounding environment. This claim was embodied in the classical models of human and non-human spatial memory (e.g., Gallistel, 1990; O'Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Tolman, 1948) . This position is consistent with the discovery of place cells (e.g., Ekstrom et al., 2003; O'Keefe & Nadel, 1978) in human and non-human animals. Contemporary theories of spatial memory and navigation, however, have not reached agreement on whether people have enduring spatial representations of objects' locations (Burgess, 2006; Wang & Spelke, 2002; Zhang, Mou, & McNamara, 2011) . The purpose of this study was to reconcile this disagreement. Wang and Spelke (2000, 2002) proposed that people do not have precise enduring spatial representations of objects' locations although people might have precise enduring spatial representations of geometric shapes (e.g., shape of room). People depend principally on dynamic body-object vectors in spatial orientation and navigation. In particular, when one learns a layout of objects, he or she represents locations of individual objects with respect to his or her body and momentarily updates body-object vectors during locomotion. Presumably body-object vectors are specified in terms of the observer's body orientation, which changes as the person turns.
